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SENATE ACTION

The Senate did not meet. Senate will meet again on Monday, May 1, 2017 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

ACR234    Greenwald,L/Prieto,V+1    Gun permits-support validity litigation
AR229    Eustace,T/Zwicker,A    Earth Hour 2017-urges participation

Bills Introduced:

A96    Prieto,V    Fire safety constr. code-incr resid proj   REF AHO
A97    Prieto,V    Fire safety constr code-incr constr site   REF AHO
A98    Prieto,V/Sumter,S    PFRS-transfers mgmt. to Bd. of Trustees   REF AAP
A100    O'Scanlon,D    Bldgs., material depreciation-concerns   REF ASL
A101    Houghtaling,E/Downey,J    Bldgs., material depreciation-concerns   REF ASL
A102    Wisniewski,J/Quijano,A    Police-proh cert fed agencies agreements   REF ALP
A103    Coughlin,C    Prescrip. Drug Patient Prot. Act   REF AFI
A104    Dancer,R    Television voice recognition-proh.   REF ACO
A105    McKeon,J/Singlet,T    Juv. defendants-concerns parole   REF AJU
A106    Prieto,V/Jasey,M    Tuition incr, 4 yr. pub instit.-concerns   REF AHI
A107    Prieto,V/Zwicker,A    Higher ed pub instit-conduct cert audits   REF AHI
A108    Prieto,V/Jasey,M    Dual enrollment prog-share tuition costs   REF AHI
A109    Oliver,S/Eustace,T    Graduation rates, pub. instit.-concerns   REF AHI
A110    Sumter,S/Caride,M    Tuition Aid Grant Study Comm.-estab.   REF AHI
A111    Schauer,G/Zwicker,A    Counselors, sch.-concerns   REF AHI
A112    Chaparro,A/Zwicker,A    Communication camp.-estab.   REF AHI
A113    Muoio,E/Jimenez,A    Higher ed. degrees-permits estab.   REF AHI
A114    Mukherji,R/Sumter,S    Tuition aid grant-allows cert use   REF AHI
A115    Burzichelli,J/Prieto,V    Accelerated baccalaureate prog-req cert   REF AHI
A116    Weinberg,L/Johnson,G+1    Fed income tax return-candidate disclose   To Aa (Bramnick)
A117    Weinberg,L/Turner,S+5    Fed income tax return-candidate disclose To Aa (Greenwald)

Bills On Emergency Resolution:

A4542 Aa (1R)    Mazzeo,V/Johnson,G+1    St Trooper Frankie Williams Membr Hwy  (75-0-0) (Mazzeo)

Motions:

A653    Munoz,N/O'Scanlon,D+15    Unused sick leave-proh. pymt. at retire.   To Make Order of the Day (Munoz)
A654    Munoz,N/O'Scanlon,D+15    Unused sick leave-proh. pymt. at retire.   To Table (49-24-0) (Greenwald)
S3048    Weinberg,L/Turner,S+5    Fed income tax return-candidate disclose To Aa (Bramnick)
S3049    Weinberg,L/Turner,S+5    Fed income tax return-candidate disclose To Table (46-26-0) (Greenwald)
Bills Passed:

A555 Pinkin,N/Diegnan,P.J.  Protestant Episcopal Church-incorp. (57-0-16)
A603 As (AS) Lagana,J/Singleton,T+2  Pub participation lawsuit-dismiss motion (69-3-1)
A815 AcScAa (ACS/1R) Land,R/Andreizjczak,B+11  Code Blue alert plans-concerns shelter (65-6-3)
A837 AaScAa (3R) Jimenez,A/Green,J+5  Haz. Drug Safe Handling Act-estab. (74-0-0)
A1458 Lamm,P/Mosquera,G+5  Newborn insur. coverage-notify parents (74-0-0)
A1626 Rodriguez,G/Mowharth,J  Pub util rate incr-approvals via website (73-0-0)
A1655 Schauer,G/Sumter,S+2  Prop. tax levy cap-concerns exclusions (47-27-0)
A1831 Conaway,H/Singleton,T  St. Hwy. sys.-add a new route (65-6-2)
A2340 Sa (1R) Benson,D/Muolo,E+4  Katzenbach sch., driv ed-operate St. vech (74-0-0)
A2536 DeAngelo,W/Giblin,T Ul bnf.-Treasury Dept collect over pymt (65-4-4)
A2743 Coughlin,H/Oliver,S+7  Drinking water-sch. dist. reimb. (74-0-0)
A2970 Diegnan,P/Jain,P  Derivative proceedings-applicability law (74-0-0)
A3433 AaScAa (2R) Greenwald,L/Jones,P+1  Uniform Fiduciary Access Digital Assets (74-0-0)
A3581 AcScAa (4R) Downey,J/Mosquera,G+4  Baby monitor internet connection-concern (68-2-4)
A3828 Oliver,S/Giblin,T+3  Deed recordings, fraudulent-enhance prot (54-17-3)
A3911 Wisniewski,J/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Motor vech. reg.-concerning date (68-6-0)
A4172 As (AS) Downey,J/Muolo,E+1  Family temp disab bnf.-req determination (64-6-3)
A4206 Karabinchak,R/Prieto,V+1  Sch bd candidates-cert. affirmation (72-0-0)
A4284 Sca (1R) Quijano,A/Benson,D+7  Drinking water-sch. dist. reimb. (74-0-0)
A4317 Prieto,V/Giblin,T+1  Occup. lic.-concerns viol. (74-0-0)
A4350 Aca (1R) Eustace,T/Karabinchak,R  Sewage disposal sys.-concerns cert. req. (74-0-0)
A4457 Caride,M/Quijano,A+1  Bd of dir., sch emp.-prov cert. immunity (74-0-0)
A4464 Land,R/Andreizjczak,B+2  Punch-board game-permits (74-0-0)
A4467 Aca (1R) Mazzero,V/Conaway,H+2  Overdose Prevention Act-clarifies (74-0-0)
A4511 DeAngelo,W/Conaway,H  BPU pub meetings-live internet broadcast (74-0-0)
A4542 AaScAa (3R) Johnson,G+1  St Trooper Frankie Williams Memor Hwy. (74-0-0)
A4573 Aca (1R) Coughlin,H/Wisniewski,J  MV emerg. contact registry-estab. (62-1-11)
A4648 Aca (1R) Pinot Marin,E/Lampitt,P+1  Baby boxes-safe sleep ed. website (73-1-0)
ACR215 Jasey,M/Caride,M+8  Student Graduation reg.-not leg. intent (69-3-2)
AR162 Singleton,T/Munoza,N+4  Domestic Viol. Tech. Task Force (74-0-0)
AR163 Singleton,T/Munoza,N+5  Co. Domestic Viol. Working Groups-memb. (74-0-0)
S158 ScScAa (2R) Madden,F/Cruz-Perez,N+4  Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments (66-8-0)
S198 Beck,J/Downey,J+3  Michael Massey's Law-display lights (74-0-0)
S677 ScaScAa (2R) Rice,R/Wimberly,B+6  Racial and ethnic impact statement-req. (66-3-5)
S690 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Beach,J+4  Mun. consolidation-concerns (51-21-2)
S792 Sarlo,P/Caride,M  Regional sch. dist.-concerns (74-0-0)
S913 Sca (1R) Codey,R/Vitale,J+4  Medicaid incentive payment-concerns (74-0-0)
S956 Gordon,R/Bateman,C+2  Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp (68-4-1)
S1059 Sca (1R) Diegnan,P,J/Barnes,P+2  Amusement games-issue lic. (74-0-0)
S1404 Weinberg,L/Johnson,G+3  Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure (74-0-0)
S1634 Turner,S/Stack,B+3  Housing auth.-concerns housing assist. (74-0-0)
S1856 Pou,N/Allen,D+5  Civil svc list-concerns mil placement (73-0-0)
S2286 Weinberg,L/Gordon,R  Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-estab. (74-0-0)
S2347 w/G (1R) Rice,R/Ruiz,M+1  Payroll tax-cert. mun. impose (50-25-0)
S2564 ScaScAa (3R) Weinberg,L/Bucco,A.R.+5  Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date (74-0-0)
S2844 Vitale,J/Codey,R+7  Cert. of need req.-elim cert. (74-0-0)
S3015 Rice,R/Ruiz,M+5  MV surcharges-concerns (66-4-4)
S3041 Lesniak,R/Benson,D+8  Pet Purchase Prot. Act-estab. new req. (52-16-3)
S3048 Weinberg,L/Turner,S+5  Fed income tax return-candidate disclose (49-25-0)
SCR149 Weinberg,L/Greenwald,L+1  Gun permits-support validity litigation (46-29-0)
SJR50 Aca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gordon,R+2  Genocide Awareness Mo.-desig. April (73-0-0)

Bills Substituted:

S158 ScScAa (2R) Madden,F/Cruz-Perez,N+4  Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments SUB FOR A3631
S518 Beck,J/Downey,J+3  Michael Massey's Law-display lights SUB FOR A4452
S677 ScaScAa (2R) Rice,R/Wimberly,B+6  Racial and ethnic impact statement-req. SUB FOR A3677 (1R)
S690 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Beach,J+4  Mun. consolidation-concerns SUB FOR A2921 (1R)
S792 Sarlo,P/Caride,M  Regional sch. dist.-concerns SUB FOR A1271
S913 Sca (1R) Codey,R/Vitale,J+4  Physician incentive payment-concerns SUB FOR A3404 (1R)
S956 Gordon,R/Bateman,C+2  Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp SUB FOR A2202 (1R)
S1059 Sca (1R) Diegnan,P,J/Barnes,P+2  Amusement games-issue lic. SUB FOR A4462 (1R)
S1404 Weinberg,L/Johnson,G+3  Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure SUB FOR A4423
S1634 Turner,S/Stack,B+3  Housing auth.-concerns housing assist. SUB FOR A3991
S1856 Pou,N/Allen,D+5  Civil svc list-concerns mil placement SUB FOR A3846
S2286 Weinberg,L/Gordon,R  Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-estab. SUB FOR A3083
S2564 ScaScAa (3R) Weinberg,L/Bucco,A.R.+5  Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date SUB FOR A4115 (1R)
S2844 Vitale,J/Codey,R+7  Cert. of need req.-elim cert. SUB FOR A4425
S3015 Rice,R/Ruiz,M+5  MV surcharges-concerns SUB FOR A4623
Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

S3041  Lesniak,R/Benson,D+8  Pet Purchase Prot. Act-estab. new req.  SUB FOR A2338 (ACS/2R)
S3048  Weinberg,L/Turner,S+5  Fed income tax return-candidate disclose  SUB FOR A4520 (1R)
SCR149  Weinberg,L/Greenwald,L+1  Gun permits-support validity litigation  SUB FOR ACR234
SJR50  Aca (1R)  Weinberg,L/Gordon,R+2  Genocide Awareness Mo.-desig. April  SUB FOR AJR69 (1R)
A1271  Caride,M/Schaer,G  Regional sch. dist.-concerns  SUB BY S792
A2202  Aca (1R)  Eustace,T/Zwicker,A+1  Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approv. SUB BY S956
A2338  AcaAaAa (ACS/2R)  Benson,D/Vainieri Hurtle,V+8  Dogs and Cats-prol. sight-unseen sale  SUB BY S3041
A2921  Aca (1R)  Eustace,T/Houghtaling,E+3  Mun. consolidation-concerns  SUB BY S690 (1R)
A3083  Vainieri Hurtle,V/Eustace,T  Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-establish.  SUB BY S2286
A3404  Aca (1R)  Burzichelli,J/Coughlin,C+3  Physician incentive payment-concerns  SUB BY S913 (1R)
A3631  Quijano,A/Zwicker,A+1  Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments  SUB BY S158 (2R)
A3677  Aca (1R)  Wilbermy,B/Singleton,T+5  Racial and ethnic impact statement-req. SUB BY S677 (2R)
A3896  Phoebeus,G/Tucker,C+4  Civil svc list-concerns mil placement  SUB BY S1856
A3991  Muoio,E/Wilbermy,B+2  Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.  SUB BY S1634
A4115  Aca (1R)  Johnson,G/Vainieri Hurtle,V+3  Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date  SUB BY S2564 (3R)
A4423  Johnson,G/Benson,D+3  Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure  SUB BY S1404
A4425  Vainieri Huttle,V/Muoio,E+5  Cert. of need req.-elim cert.  SUB BY S2844
A4452  Donwney,J/Houghtaling,E+3  Michael Massey's Law-display lights  SUB BY S518
A4462  Aca (1R)  Laguna,J/Vainieri Hurtle,V+2  Amusement games lic-permits cert alco  SUB BY S1059 (1R)
A4520  Aca (1R)  McKeon,J/Singleton,T+5  Fed income tax return-candidate disclose  SUB BY S3048
A4623  Sumter,S/Oliver,S+4  MV surcharges-concerns  SUB BY S3015
ACR234  Greenwald,L/Prieto,V+1  Gun permits-support validity litigation  SUB FOR SCR149
AJR69  Aca (1R)  DiMaio,J/Pinkin,N+1  Genocide Awareness Mo.-desig. April  SUB BY SJR50 (1R)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Substitute:

A3152/3154/2426  AcsAaAsAaAs (AS)  Andrzejczak,B/McGuckin,G+3  Domestic companion animals-care req.  (Andrzejczak)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A1861  AaAaAa (3R)  Wilbermy,B/Jasey,M+11  Reader Privacy Act-acting (Chiaravalloti)
A1919  AcaAaAcaAa (4R)  Wisniewski,J/Muoio,E+3  NJT bd.-add two pub. memb. (Chiaravalloti)
A2185  Aa (1R)  Singleton,T/Munoz,N+6  Domestic viol training prosecutors-mand. (Chiaravalloti)
A4091  AcaAaAa (3R)  Eustace,T/Chiaravalloti,N+1  Voting participation right-enhance resid (Chiaravalloti)
A4320  Aa (1R)  Singleton,T/Munoz,N+6  Domestic viol training prosecutors-mand. (Chiaravalloti)
A4091  AcaAaAa (3R)  Eustace,T/Chiaravalloti,N+1  Voting participation right-enhance resid (Chiaravalloti)
A4320  Aa (1R)  Singleton,T/Munoz,N+6  Domestic viol training prosecutors-mand. (Chiaravalloti)
A4589  Aa (1R)  Lagana,J/Vainieri Hurtle,V+2  Amusement games lic-permits cert alco  SUB BY S1059 (1R)
A4520  Aca (1R)  McKeon,J/Singleton,T+5  Fed income tax return-candidate disclose  SUB BY S3048
A4623  Sumter,S/Oliver,S+4  MV surcharges-concerns  SUB BY S3015
ACR234  Greenwald,L/Prieto,V+1  Gun permits-support validity litigation  SUB FOR SCR149
AJR69  Aca (1R)  DiMaio,J/Pinkin,N+1  Genocide Awareness Mo.-desig. April  SUB BY SJR50 (1R)

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Governor's Recommendation/Given Second Reading:

S92 w/GR (1R)  Whelan,J/Mosquera,G+6  Overseas Resid Absentee Voting-revise
S2347 w/GR (1R)  Rice,R/Ruiz,M+1  Payroll tax-cert. mun. impose

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A2340  Sa (1R)  Benson,D/Muoio,E+4  Katzenbach sch., driv ed-operate St. veh
A3581  AcaAaAcaAaSa (4R)  Downey,J/Mosquera,G+4  Baby monitor internet connection-concern
A4284  Sca (1R)  Quijano,A/Benson,D+7  Drinking water-sch. dist. reimb.

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S512  Ruiz,M/Oroho,S+1  Fruit and veg donation-corp bus tax cred  REF AED
S548  O'Toole,K/Gordon,R  Traffic-bi-st. auth. advance not of proj  REF ATR
S678  Rice,R  Loc govt budgets-comply w/fed hiring req  REF ASL
S990  Sca (1R)  Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S+3  HS students-concerns finan. literacy  REF AED
S991  ScaSca (2R)  Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S+3  HonorScholars Prog.-renames NJSTARS  REF AED
S1750  ScaSca (2R)  Madden,F/Cruz-Perez,N+4  Vets owning motorcycles-estab. lic plate  REF ATR
S2138  Rice,R/Ruiz,M  Pub. sch. textbooks-concerns  REF AED
**Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee: (cont’d)**

S2397 Sca (1R)  Ruiz,M/Diegnan,J  Computer science instr. cert.-auth.  REF AED
S2403 Sca (1R)  Rice,R/Turner,S  Women’s Voc. Training Pilot Prog.-estab.  REF AAP
S2493 Sca (1R)  Scutari,N  MV sale-notify MVC  REF ATR
S2637 Allen,D/Addiego,D  Child abuse-disclosure, religious instlt  REF AHU
S2748 Sca (1R)  Sarlo,P/Oroho,S  Sch. buses-exempt. cert. fuel tax  REF AAP
S2763 Greenstein,L  Law enforcement-exempt. cert. posting  REF AEP
S2964 Vitale,J/Allen,D  Housing options, substance abuse-concern  REF AHE
S2970 Sca (1R)  Vitale,J/Diegnan,P  Hospice care prog-accept unused prescrip  REF AHE
S2997 Sca (1R)  Smith,B/Bateman,C  Land devel, Blue Acres-dedicate CBT rev.  REF AEN
S3011 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L  Religious affiliation-proh. disclosure  REF ASL
S3040 Sa (1R)  Sweeney,S/Kean,T  PFRS-transfers mgmt. to Bd. of Trustees  REF AAP
S3076 Sca (1R)  Sweeney,S/Oroho,S  Transp. Trust Fd. rev.-$260M road repair  REF AAP
SJR27 Sca (1R)  Weinberg,L/Madden,F  Crossing Guard Appreciation Day. desig.  REF AED
SJR62 Cody,R  Mental Health Awareness Mo.  desig. May  REF AHE

**Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:**

S1640/1642/1013 ScaSa (ACS/2R)  Van Drew,J/Holzapfel,J  Domestic companion animals-exposure
S2058 Kean,T/Pou,N  Bd. of Nursing-adds two nurse educators
S2844 Vitale,J/Cody,R  Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
S3048 Weinberg,L/Turner,S  Fed income tax return-candidate disclose
SCR149 Weinberg,L/Greenwald,L  Gun permits-support validity litigation

**Co-Sponsors Added:**

A302 Ace (1R)  (Eustace,T)  St. aid to mun.-concerns
A536 (Johnson,G)  PERS, PFRS-concerns memb.
A543 (Houghtaling,E/Downey,J)  First responders req./training standards
A815 ScaSca (ACS/1R)  (Houghtaling,E/Downey,J/Conaway,H/Singleton,T)  Code Blue alert plans-concerns shelter
A1069 (Muioio,E)  Priv. wildlife habitat cert.-prog.-estab
A1458 (McKnight,A/Pinkin,N/Muioio,E/Houghtaling,E/Conaway,H)  Newborn insur. coverage-notify parents
A1698 (McKeon,J)  Native vegetation to area-concerns
A1861 AaaAaa (3R)  (Pinkin,N/Muioio,E)  Reader Privacy Act-enacts
A2031 (Space,P)  Apartment registration-elim. duplication
A2185 Aa (1R)  (Caride,M/Rodriguez-Gregg,M/McKnight,A)  Domestic viol training prosecutors-mand.
A2202 Ace (1R)  (Houghtaling,E)  Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
A2390 (Benson,D)  Gun viol. restraining orders-auth.
A2452 (Gusciora,R)  Liquor lic. new-create, cert restaurants
A2921 Aca (1R)  (Wisniewski,J)  Mun. consolidation-concerns
A3031 (McKeon,J)  Forest mgmt. prog.-concerns
A3042 (Wolfe,D)  Cursive handwriting-incl. instruction
A3318 (Rump,B)  Vet. Memorial Hwy. at Delsea Drive-desig
A3403 (McKeon,J)  Bumble Bee-desig NJ St Native Pollinator
A3404 Ace (1R)  (McKeon,J/Giblin,T)  Physician incentive payment-concerns
A3433 AcaAa (2R)  (Lampitt,P)  Uniform Fiduciary Access Digital Assets
A3473 (Wisniewski,J)  Mortgage relief prog., temp.-estab.
A3531 (McKeon,J)  Early Childhood Innovation Act
A3555/2249 Sca (ACS)  (Johnson,G)  Arts and tourism-incr. hotel fee rev.
A3581 AcaSca (4R)  (Conaway,H)  Baby monitor intern
A3677 Aca (1R)  (McKeon,J/McKnight,A/Conaway,H)  Child care subspecialty cert.-author.
A3937 Aca (1R)  (McKeon,J)  Native vegetation to area-concerns
A4084 Ace (1R)  (Chiaravalloti,N)  Coll. loan-income-driven reqmt. option
A4115 Aca (1R)  (Mosquera,G)  Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date
A4172 As (AS)  (Lampitt,P)  Family temp disab benn=req determination
A4263 (Chiaravalloti,N/Pinkin,N/Muioio,E/Downey,J)  Pub contracts-disclose cert gender wages
A4265 Aca (1R)  (Pinkin,N/McKeon,J)  Mosquito spraying-req cert notification
A4423 ScaSa (ACS/2R)  (Conaway,H/McKnight,A/Johnson,G)  Govt. affairs-agents-concerns disclosure
A4425 (Pinkin,N/Schaer,G/Lampitt,P/Conaway,H/O’Scanlon,D)  Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
A4457 (McKeon,A)  Bd of dir., sch emp.-prov cert. immunity
A4462 Aca (1R)  (Caputo,R/Pinkin,N)  Amusement games lic-permits cert alco
A4464 (Space,P)  Punch-board game-permits
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A4467 Aca (1R)  (Pinkin,N; Lampitt,P)  Overdose Prevention Act-clarifies
A4498 Aca (1R)  (McKnight,A)  Behavioral health svcs.-expand coverage
A4512 (Downey,J)  Energy assist. benf.-verify income
A4513 (Downey,J)  Low-income home energy assist-DCA update
A4514 (Downey,J)  Energy assist benf-verify not deceased
A4520 Aca (1R)  (Muoio,E; McKnight,A; Tucker,C; Lampitt,P)  Fed income tax return-candidate disclose
A4542 Aa (1R)  (Mosquera,G)  St Trooper Frankie Williams Memor Hwy
A4556   (Muoio,E)  Hotel occupancies-impose temp. surcharge
A4560   (Caputo,R; Giblin,T)  Library director-concerns position
A4569   (Holley,J)  Water Qual. Accountability Act-concerns
A4583   (Quijano,A)  Hist. preserv. proj.-prov capital grants
A4590   (Taliaferro,A; Burzichelli,J; Barclay,A; Jones,P)  Land devel, Blue Acres-dedicate CBT rev.
A4597   (Houghtaling,E)  Blood donations-prov. income tax credit
A4606 Aca (1R)  (McKeon,J)  Bee nesting habitat-DEP desig. St. park
A4608 (Downey,J; Pinkin,N)  Sr prop tax bill-converts freeze to cred
A4618 (Space,P)  Blue painted between yellow lines-allow
A4623 (Muoio,E; Tucker,C; McKeon,J; Mosquera,G)  MV surcharges-concerns
A4648 Aca (1R)  (Mosquera,G)  Baby boxes-safe sleep ed. website
A4651   (Karabinchak,R; Pinkin,N; Coughlin,C; Watson,B)  Class II renewable energy
A4655   (Houghtaling,E)  Blood donations-prov. income tax credit
A4670 (Pinkin,N)  Breast pump, supplies-sales tax exemp
ACR215 (Mazzio,V; Johnson,G)  Student Graduation reg.-not leg. intent
ACR234 (Pinkin,N)  Gun permits-support validity litigation
AJR69 Aca (1R)  (Space,P)  Genocide Awareness Mo.-desig. April
AJR111 Aa (1R)  (Mosquera,G)  Prader-Willi Syndrome Awareness Mo-May
AJR141 (Jones,P)  Natl. Endowment for the Arts-oppose elim
AJR144 Aca (1R)  (McKeon,J; Muoio,E)  Healthy Pollinators Task Force-estab.
AR162 (McKnight,A; Lampitt,P; Rodriguez-Gregg,M)  Domestic Viol. Tech. Task Force
AR163 (Rodriguez-Gregg,M; McKnight,A; Lampitt,P; Space,P)  Co. Domestic Viol. Working Groups-memb.
AR216 (McKeon,J)  Pollinators-homeowners create habitat

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

AR79 (Space,P)  Fed. trade policy-Presid. reform

Prime Sponsors Added:

A1351 (Eustace,T)  Fertilizer-amends application, use law

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1271 (Schaefer,G)  Regional sch. dist.-concerns
A2202 Aca (1R)  (Zwicker,A)  Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
A3688 (Johnson,G)  Family, Priv Burial Grounds Preserv. Act
A4041 (Russo,D)  Human remains-concerns disposition
A4208 (Jasey,J)  High sch. students-prov cert cancer info
A4350 Aca (1R)  (Karabinchak,R; Pinkin,N; Coughlin,C; Watson,B)  Sewage disposal sys.-concerns cert. req.
A4499 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Meal plan fds, unused-donate emerg meal
A4511 (Conaway,H)  BPU pub meetings-live internet broadcast
A4629 (Benson,D)  Animal cruelty viol-concerns housing
A4651 (Muoio,E)  Class II renewable energy-concerns
AJR145 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Emotional, Behavioral Disorder Mo.-May

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A603 As (AS)  (Moriarty,P)  Pub participation lawsuit-dismiss motion
A1271 (Fintor Marin,E)  Regional sch. dist.-concerns
A1626 (Wisniewski,J)  Pub util rate incr-approvals via website
A2202 Aca (1R)  (O'Scanlon,D)  Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
A2262 (Singleton,T)  Hosp Maternity Care-devel. report card
A2452 (Kennedy,J)  Liquor lic, new-create, cert restaurants
A2536 (Greenwald,L)  UI benf.-Treasury Dept collect over pymt
A2921 Aca (1R)  (Pinkin,N)  Mun. consolidation-concerns
A2970 (Mukherji,R)  Derivative proceedings-applicability law
A3404 Aca (1R)  (Schaefer,G)  Physician incentive payment-concerns
A3433 AcaAa (2R)  (Singleton,T)  Uniform Fiduciary Access Digital Assets
Third Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3846   (Space,P)  Civil svc list-concerns mil placement
A3911 (Mukherji,R)  Motor veh. reg.-concerning date
A3989 (Space,P)  Paddleboards, stand-up-allows use
A4338 AcaAa (2R)  (Holley,J)  Prescr. Drug Consumer Transparency Act
A4511 (Pinkin,N)  BPU pub meetings-live internet broadcast
A4541 (Chiaravalloti,N)  Horse racetrack wagering-permits certain
A4584 Aca (1R)  (Buzzichelli,J)  Farmland preserv purpose-incentive grant
A4623 (Schaer,G)  MV surcharges-concerns
A4633 (Zwicker,A)  Food date labeling-estab. standards
A4634 (Zwicker,A)  Food donations-clarify liab. prot.
A4675 (Jimenez,A)  Police-proh cert fed agencies agreements
A4683 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Graduation rates, pub. instit.-concerns
A4573 Aca (1R)  (Pinkin,N)  MV emerg. contact registry-estab.
A4631 (Benson,D)  St. food waste reduction-estab.
A4648 Aca (1R)  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Baby boxes-safe sleep ed. website
A4688 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Tuition aid grant-allows cert use
A39172 Aca (1R)  (Quijano,A)  Nat. Guard Entrepreneurship Act-enact

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1458 (Singleton,T)  Newborn insur. coverage-notify parents
A1598 (Rooney,K)  Office of River Maintenance-estab.
A1620 (Rooney,K)  Mental commitment record-expunge
A1926 (Zwicker,A)  Liquor lic, inactive-transfer, qual. mun
A2202 Aca (1R)  (Downey,J)  Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
A2417 (Muolo,E)  Food waste recycling-concerns
A2452 (Johnson,G)  Liquor lic, new-create, cert restaurants
A2743 (Karabinchak,R)  Assessment, special-secure recovery cost
A2921 Aca (1R)  (Mazzeo,V)  Mun. consolidation-concerns
A2970 (Karabinchak,R)  Derivative proceedings-applicability law
A3404 Aca (1R)  (Singleton,T)  Physician incentive payment-concerns
A3433 AcaAa (2R)  (Webber,J)  Uniform Fiduciary Access Digital Assets
A3908 (Houghtaling,E)  911 Memorial Registry-estab.
A4162 (Space,P)  Homestead prop. tax reimb. prog-concerns
A4484 (Caride,M)  Flood elevation-concerning
A4511 (Houghtaling,E)  BPU pub meetings-live internet broadcast
A4535 (DeGroote,B)  Svc. animal, injured-clarify comp.
A4583 (Downey,J)  Hist. preserv, proj.-prov capital grants
A4608 (Houghtaling,E)  Sr prop tax bill-converts freeze to cred
A4623 (Pintor Marin,E)  MV surcharges-concerns
A4648 Aca (1R)  (Benson,D)  Baby boxes-safe sleep ed. website
A4680 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Tuition incr, 4 yr. pub instit.-concerns
A4682 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Dual enrollment prog-share tuition costs
A4687 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Higher ed. degrees-permits estab.
A4688 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Tuition aid grant-allows cert use
ACR232 (O'Scanlon,D)  Organ donation-concern organ allocations

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1375 (Oliver,S)  Emp. discrim., based on credit-proh.
A1458 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Newborn insur. coverage-notify parents
A2202 Aca (1R)  (Wisniewski,J)  Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
A2417 (Kennedy,J)  Food waste recycling-concerns
A2452 (Chiaravalloti,N)  Liquor lic, new-create, cert restaurants
A3977 (Downey,J)  Mil. svc personnel-concerns interference
A3991 (Mukherji,R)  Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.
A4172 As (AS) (Mukherji,R)  Family temp disab benf-req determination
A4452 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Michael Massey's Law-display lights
A4467 Aca (1R)  (Mukherji,R)  Overdose Prevention Act-clarifies
A4608 (Space,P)  Sr prop tax bill-converts freeze to cred
A4631 (Benson,D)  St. food waste reduction-estab.
A4648 Aca (1R)  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Baby boxes-safe sleep ed. website
Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2202 Aca (1R) (Pinkin,N) Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
A2452 (Holley,J) Liquor lic, new-create, cert restaurants
A3631 (Danielsen,J) Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
A3677 Aca (1R) (Sumter,S) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
A3828 (Mukherji,R) Deed recordings, fraudulent-enhance prot
A4115 Aca (1R) (Mukherji,R) Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date
A4234 (Auth,R) Joint insur. fd.-allows cert.
A4238 (Benson,D) Higher Ed Student Asst Auth-transparency
A4253 Aca (1R) (McKeon,J) Nonprofit Security Grant Pilot Prog.
A4263 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Pub contracts-disclose cert gender wages
A4346 (Johnson,G) Consumer ATM, Credit Card Prot. Act
A4520 Aca (1R) (Benson,D) Fed income tax return-candidate disclose
A4631 (Muio,E) St. food waste reduction-estab.

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A2185 Aa (1R) (Benson,D) Domestic viol training prosecutors-mand.
A3677 Aca (1R) (Quijano,A) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
A3828 (Quijano,A) Deed recordings, fraudulent-enhance prot
A4631 (Zwicker,A) St. food waste reduction-estab.

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3581 AcaAaScaSa (4R) (Moriarty,P) Baby monitor internet connection-concern
A3828 (Green,J) Deed recordings, fraudulent-enhance prot

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S158 ScaSca (2R) (Quijano,A) Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
S158 (Downy,J) Michael Massey's Law-display lights
S677 ScaAca (2R) (Wimberly,B) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
S690 Sca (1R) (Eustace,T) Mun. consolidation-concerns
S792 (Caride,M) Regional sch. dist.-concerns
S913 Sca (1R) (Buzichelli,J) Physician incentive payment-concerns
S956 (Eustace,T) Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
S1059 Sca (1R) (Lagana,J) Amusement games-issue lic.
S1404 (Johnson,G) Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure
S1634 (Muio,E) Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.
S1856 (Phoebs,G) Civil svc list-concerns mil placement
S2286 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-estab.
S2564 ScaScaAa (3R) (Johnson,G) Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date
S2844 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
S3015 (Sumter,S) MV surcharges-concerns
S3041 (Benson,D) Pet Purchase Prot. Act-estab. new req.
S3048 (McKeon,J) Fed income tax return-candidate disclose
SCR149 (Greenwald,L) Gun permits-support validity litigation
SJR50 Aca (1R) (DiMaio,J) Genocide Awareness Mo.-desig. April

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S158 ScaSca (2R) (Schaer,G) Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
S518 (Houghtaling,E) Michael Massey's Law-display lights
S677 ScaAca (2R) (Singleton,T) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
S690 Sca (1R) (Houghtaling,E) Mun. consolidation-concerns
S792 (Schaer,G) Regional sch. dist.-concerns
S913 Sca (1R) (Coughlin,C) Physician incentive payment-concerns
S956 (Zwicker,A) Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
S1059 Sca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Amusement games-issue lic.
S1404 (Benson,D) Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure
S1634 (Wimberly,B) Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.
S1856 (Tucker,C) Civil svc list-concerns mil placement
S2286 (Eustace,T) Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-estab.
S2564 ScaScaAa (3R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date
S2844 (Muio,E) Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
S3015 (Oliver,S) MV surcharges-concerns
Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

S3048 (Singleton,T) Fed income tax return-candidate disclose
SCR149 (Prieto,V) Gun permits-support validity litigation
SJR50 Aca (1R) (Pinkin,N) Genocide Awareness Mo.-design. April

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S158 ScaSca (2R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
S518 (Benson,D) Michael Massey's Law-display lights
S677 ScaAca (2R) (Spencer,L) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
S690 Sca (1R) (Pinkin,N) Mun. consolidation-concerns
S792 (Pintor Marin,E) Regional sch. dist.-concerns
S913 Sca (1R) (Schaer,G) Physician incentive payment-concerns
S956 (O'Scanlon,D) Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
S1059 Sca (1R) (Mukherji,R) Amusement games-issue lic.
S1404 (Mukherji,R) Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure
S1634 (Johnson,G) Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.
S1856 (Space,P) Civil svc list-concerns ml placement
S2286 (Johnson,G) Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-estab.
S2564 ScaAa (3R) (Bucco,A.M.) Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date
S2844 (Eustace,T) Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
S3015 (Schaer,G) MV surcharges-concerns
S3048 (Moriarty,P) Fed income tax return-candidate disclose
SJR50 Aca (1R) (Quijano,A) Genocide Awareness Mo.-design. April

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S158 ScaSca (2R) (Zwicker,A) Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
S518 (Mukherji,R) Michael Massey's Law-display lights
S677 ScaAca (2R) (Holley,J) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
S690 Sca (1R) (Mazzeo,V) Mun. consolidation-concerns
S913 Sca (1R) (Singleton,T) Physician incentive payment-concerns
S956 (Downey,J) Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
S1634 (Pintor Marin,E) Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.
S2564 ScaAa (3R) (Quijano,A) Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date
S2844 (Space,P) Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
S3015 (Pintor Marin,E) MV surcharges-concerns
S3041 (Quijano,A) Pet Purchase Prot. Act-estab. new req.
S3048 (Quijano,A) Fed income tax return-candidate disclose

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S158 ScaSca (2R) (Mukherji,R) Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
S518 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Michael Massey's Law-display lights
S677 ScaAca (2R) (Tucker,C) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
S956 (Wisniewski,J) Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
S1634 (Mukherji,R) Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.
S2564 ScaAa (3R) (Holley,J) Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date
S2844 (Benson,D) Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
S3048 (Johnson,G) Fed income tax return-candidate disclose

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S158 ScaSca (2R) (Danielsen,J) Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
S677 ScaAca (2R) (Sumter,S) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
S956 (Pinkin,N) Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
S2564 ScaAa (3R) (Mukherji,R) Driv. lic.-concerns expiration date
S3041 (Jimenez,A) Pet Purchase Prot. Act-estab. new req.
S3048 (Benson,D) Fed income tax return-candidate disclose

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S677 ScaAca (2R) (Quijano,A) Racial and ethnic impact statement-req.
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S158 ScaSca (2R) (Pintor Marin,E) Angel Investor Tax. Cred investments
S1634 (Chiaravalloti,N; McKeon,J) Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.
S1756 (Gove,D; Rampf,B; O'Scanlon,D; Rodriguez-Gregg,M) Civil svc list-concerns mil placement
S2286 Weinberg,L/Gordon,R Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-estab.
S2347 w/GR (1R) Rice,R/Ruiz,M+1 Payroll tax-cert. mun. impose
S2564 ScaScaAa (3R) (Wisniewski,J; Pintor Marin,E; Mosquera,G) Driv. lic.-expiration date
S2844 Vitale,J/Codey,R+7 Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
S3015 (Mujo,E; Tucker,C; McKeon,J; Mosquera,G) MV surcharges-concerns
S3048 Weinberg,L/Turner,S+5 Fed income tax return-candidate disclose
SCR149 (Pinkin,N) Gun permits-support validity litigation
SJR50 Aca (1R) (Space,P) Genocide Awareness Mo.-desig. April

The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointments:

*Effective March 7, 2017

New Jersey Biotechnology Task Force:

Assemblyman Gary S. Schaer (36).
Assemblyman Andrew Zwicker (16).

Note to the 3/6/17 Digest:

Bills Reported Referred/ABU:

A4670 Lampitt,P/Pintor Marin,E Breast pump, supplies-sales tax exemp REP REF ABU "NOT" AAP

The Assembly adjourned at 6:15 P.M. to meet again on Monday, March 20, 2017 (QUORUM, Committees at the Call of the Assembly Speaker).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A815 AcsSca (ACS/1R) Land,R/Andrejczak,B+11 Code Blue alert plans-concerns shelter
A2340 Sa (1R) Benson,D/Muoio,E+4 Katzenbach sch., driv ed-operate St. veh
A3581 AcaScaSa (4R) Downey,J/Mosquera,G+4 Baby monitor internet connection-concern
A4284 Sca (1R) Quijano,A/Benson,D+7 Drinking water-sch. dist. reimb.
S158 ScaSca (2R) Madden,F/Cruz-Perez,N+4 Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
S158 Beck,J/Downey,J+3 Michael Massey's Law-display lights
S158 Gordon,R/Beach,J+4 Mun. consolidation-concerns
S792 Sarlo,P/Caride,M Regional sch. dist.-concerns
S913 Sca (1R) Codey,R/Vitale,J+4 Physician incentive payment-concerns
S956 Gordon,R/Bateman,C+2 Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
S1059 Sca (1R) Diegnan,P.J./Barnes,P+2 Amusement games-issue lic.
S1404 Weinberg,L/Johnson,G+3 Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure
S1634 Turner,S/Stack,B+3 Housing auth.-concerns housing assist.
S1856 Pou,N/Allen,D+5 Civil svc list-concerns mil placement
S2286 Weinberg,L/Gordon,R Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-estab.
S2347 w/GR (1R) Rice,R/Ruiz,M+1 Payroll tax-cert. mun. impose
S2347 w/GR (1R) Rice,R/Ruiz,M+1 Payroll tax-cert. mun. impose
S2844 Vitale,J/Codey,R+7 Cert. of need req.-elim cert.
S3015 Rice,R/Ruiz,M+5 MV surcharges-concerns
S3048 Weinberg,L/Turner,S+5 Fed income tax return-candidate disclose

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (03/13/2017):

None